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Eltima Software announces the release of the new downloader for Mac OS
Published on 12/26/08
Eltima Software announces the release of Folx Downloader for Mac OS X. Folx download
manager increases the download speed by hundreds of times. It downloads any file via HTTP,
HTTPS, FTP directly or via proxy just in several clicks and at maximum speed possible no
matter what browser is used. With Folx it's possible to download not only separate files,
but the whole folders with all the contents via FTP.
Bellevue, Washington - Eltima Software announces the release of the new download manager
for Mac OS . Folx is a free downloader for Mac OS, which increases the download speed by
hundreds of times. Folx (currently in beta stage) is a free download manager for Mac OS.
It downloads any file via HTTP, HTTPS, FTP directly or via proxy just in several clicks
and at maximum speed possible no matter what browser is used. With Folx it's possible to
download not only separate files, but the whole folders with all the contents via FTP.
Eltima downloader for Mac increases download speed in hundreds of times by splitting
downloads into multiple threads,so several parts of the file are downloaded
simultaneously. Folx allows to download everything is needed but at the same time to limit
the download speed. As a result the bandwidth will be saved for other more important
tasks.
Detailed download log provides with all the information about the progress, download
errors, transmitted data, etc. With Folx Internet connection breaking during the
downloading process is not a problem any more, because it continues downloading the file
just where it broke off.
One of the features of Eltima Mac downloader is the new folders organization system. It
allows to add tags to every downloaded file. The same file can have several tags for the
best data management.With Folx all the files can be searched even via Spotlight. With
Eltima download manager anyone can schedule files downloading to achieve low traffic
periods ((i.e. 5 in the morning) and organize the priority of the downloads.
Eltima Software:
http://mac.eltima.com/
Folx Downloader:
http://mac.eltima.com/download-manager.html
Download Folx Downloader:
http://mac.eltima.com/download/downloader_mac.dmg
Screenshot:
http://mac.eltima.com/images/screenshots/download-manager/downloader_osx_folx.jpg

Eltima Software is a global software Development Company, specializing primarily in
serial communication, mobile and flash software for Mac OS and Windows.
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